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Abstract
Using linear scale space theory a family of reconstructions of Gaussian blurred images can be obtained. The
reconstructions are based on Taylor polynomials in scale space and are characterised by 3 parameters, which
correspond to the order of the polynomial, the scale excursion and the smoothness of distributional derivatives.
This thesis focuses on selecting the optimal parameter setting by fixing the latter two in accordance with
the blur level and optimising only over the order of the polynomial. Due to the structure of the Taylor
polynomials, for both noiseless, as well as noisy images, this leads to an efficient method for determining the
optimal parameters.
We apply this method as a preprocessing step in deep learning with a convolutional neural network. To
this end we artificially blur the MNIST handwriting dataset. With respect to their blurred counterparts,
the deblurred versions significantly improve the performance of the network, showing that a generic neural
network augmented with an appropriate preprocessor outperforms ’naive’ networks without preprocessing
the data.
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Variance of a random variable X.
Noise-amplification factor measuring the effect of propagating noise δL through
the deblurring kernel.
Variance ratio. The quotient of the variance of the propagated noise over variance
of the propagated noisy signal.
Original variance ratio. The quotient of the variance of the noise over variance of
the noisy signal.
Tolerance level parameter influencing the reduction of noise in the reconstruction.
Functional measuring the quality of the reconstruction for noisy images.
Optimal order N for noisy images.
Convolutional neural network
Artificially blurred version of the MNIST dataset with blur σ ∈ (0.8, 3.0) varying
between the images.
Deblurred version of B-MNIST-1.
Artificially blurred version of the MNIST dataset with blur σ ∈ (3.0, 6.0) varying
between the images.
Deblurred version of B-MNIST-2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Images captured by any medium suffer from degradation to varying degrees. Among these, blur and noise are
the subject of this thesis, in particular the removal of blur from (possibly) noisy images. This immediately
poses the image degradation model: A blurred version L of a latent image f is obtained as a convolution
of f with a kernel k with possibly additive noise δL, i.e., L = f ∗ k + δL. We assume the kernel k to be a
Gaussian of width t
kxk2
1
− 4t
k(x) = φt (x) =
e
(4πt)d/2
where d is the spatial dimension of the image. Taking convolutions with Gaussian kernels for increasing values
of t constructs a scale space of images and is equivalent to solving the heat equation ∂L
∂t = ∆L with initial
condition L(·, 0) = f [1]. The time-evolution parameter t relates to the scale of the image by t = σ 2 /2. The
method developed by Florack et al. in [2] for image deblurring was based on this Gaussian kernel assumption,
although without the noise component. Let us restrict ourselves also to the noiseless case for now and to
Cartesian coordinates. The key idea is to make a local Taylor expansion in both spatial and scale direction,
where the derivatives in scale direction can be replaced by spatial derivatives using the heat equation. By
truncating the expansion at a certain order N we obtain a hierarchy of reconstructions given by
fˆN (x + δx, t + δt) =

N bn/2c
X
X
n=0 j=0

X

X 1 1 j 
δxα δtj Lα+2r
α! j! r
d

(1.1)

α∈Nd : r∈N :
|α|=n−2j |r|=j

where the subscripts denote spatial derivatives and are evaluated at (x, t). Image derivatives are, however, not
well-defined in an operational sense, and are thus replaced by distributional derivatives: Lα+2r 7→ L ∗ φτα+2r
√
with s = 2τ being the scale at which these derivatives are evaluated. Although this method provides us
with a generalization of Laplacian-subtraction as method of unsharp masking, the reconstruction lives in a
4-dimensional subspace of all possible images, viz. (N, δt, τ, δx) are a priori independent parameters, which
would lead to a lot of tuning to find an optimal reconstruction by hand. The main problem is that we need
δt < 0 to go to a lower scale level, which corresponds to higher image resolution. The series expansion (1.1) is
not convergent anymore when this condition is satisfied. This is most easily revealed in a condensed operator
form of the untruncated Taylor expansion
fˆ∞ (x + δx, t + δt) = exp (δt∆ + δx · ∇) L
By expanding the exponential as a power series of its argument, one may verify that this yields (1.1) for
N → ∞. Since ∆ is a negative definite operator, the scale excursion exp(δt∆)L gives rise to a divergent series
for δt < 0. That is the reason why N cannot grow without bound as ideally would be the case. Moreover, the
maximally allowed value for N will for sure depend on δt and τ as these parameters determine how large the
blow-up is in each term. We will only consider the case where δx = 0, already reducing the dimensionality
of the problem by d.
3

The first goal of this thesis is to automatically tune the 3 remaining parameters in a way that is computationally feasible and is stable with respect to small variation in the parameters, so that, for example, an accidental
overshoot in the order does not immediately ruin the whole reconstruction by introducing major artifacts.
The second goal is to demonstrate the added value of an automatic deblur method as a preprocessing step
for a convolutional neural network that reads and has been trained on blurred images.
This thesis is organised as follows: after the introduction some experimental results will be shown in chapter
2. These serve as a baseline throughout the chapters 3 and 4 in which the deblurring scheme will be presented
for noiseless and noisy images respectively. Following this, in chapter 5 we apply the automated deblurring
scheme as a preprocessing step in convolutional neural networks and close with a discussion in 6.

Chapter 2

Experimental results
Before developing a systematic way to determine the optimal parameter choices for (N, δt, τ ), take a look
at some reconstructions obtained by hand-picked parameters to get a feel of what happens when the order
increases. The originals and their
√ artificially blurred counterparts are given in Figure 2.1. When deblurring
the images, the parameters s = 2τ and δt are manually chosen after some visual experimentation. For all
three images, Figure 2.2, 2.3, and Figure 2.4, the visual quality increases until a certain order is reached,
after which it deteriorates rapidly.

(a) License plate, 133×628 pixels [3]

(b) Text fragment, 240×350 pixels [4]

(c)
Huichol painting, 300×300 pixels[5]

(d) Blurred license plate, σ = 10.0.

(e) Blurred text fragment, σ = 4.0.

(f) Blurred Huichol Painting, σ = 5.0.

Figure 2.1: The original non-blurred images and their blurred counterparts.

5

(a) N = 0

(b) N = 4

(c) N = 8

(d) N = 14

(e) N = 16

(f) N = 20

Figure 2.2: Deblurring the licence plate with s = 3.0, δt = −54.5.

(a) N = 0

(b) N = 4

(c) N = 12

(d) N = 18

(e) N = 22

(f) N = 28

(g) N = 34

(h) N = 36

(i) N = 38

Figure 2.3: Deblurring the text fragement with s = 2.0, δt = −10.0.

(a) N = 0

(b) N = 4

(c) N = 8

(d) N = 12

(e) N = 18

(f) N = 24

(g) N = 30

(h) N = 32

(i) N = 34

Figure 2.4: Deblurring the painting with s = 2.0, δt = −14.5.

Chapter 3

Noiseless data
Although the results in the previous chapter were quite good already, they were obtained by visual inspection
after careful experimentation. The goal of this chapter is to automatically obtain suitable parameter choices
for (almost) noiseless, blurry images. The ones in Figure 2.1d, 2.1e and 2.1f serve as prime examples of
such images, since any noise which was present in the originals, 2.1a, 2.1b and 2.1c, has been smeared out
aggressively by the Gaussian blurring kernel.
τ
τ
We rephrase the objective from the introduction: Find (N, δt, τ ) such that fˆN
(x, t + δt) := KN
(δt) ∗ L is a
τ
good reconstruction, in which the deblurring kernel KN is given by
bN/2c

τ
KN
(δt)

X X 1 j 
=
δtj φτ2r .
r
j!
d
j=0

(3.1)

r∈N :
|r|=j

This implies that we also need to quantify the visual quality of a reconstruction. Since the parameter
estimation for sure must depend on the blurring kernel, more specifically on σ, we will assume for the time
being that the blur is known to us, making this a non-blind deconvolution scheme .

3.1

Selecting δt

In the reconstruction (1.1), the parameter δt corresponds to the excursion length in the scale direction and
is to be chosen negative to enhance the image sharpness. Note that we are now at "time"-level t = σ 2 /2
and want to go towards t = 0, corresponding to σ = 0, which is the maximally attainable resolution. Thus
we need δt = −γt = −γσ 2 /2, where γ is a scaling factor determining how far we go back in scale-direction.
We can neither take γ  1 nor γ  1; the extrapolations become unreliable (going too far back in scale
direction) or the corrections become negligible (not going back far enough) [2]. To keep things clean, take
γ = 1.
Due to the distributional derivatives used in the kernel, there is actually a little more blur present. As the
Gaussian functions form a semigroup under convolutions, i.e. φτ ∗ φt = φτ +t , we rewrite the reconstruction
as
bN/2c
X X 1 j 
τ
ˆ
δtj φτ2r+t ∗ f
fN (x, t + δt) =
j!
r
d
j=0
r∈N :
|r|=j

which shows that the derivatives of f are actually computed at scale level τ + t. So instead of only reducing
the scale level by t we additionally require that all the blur caused by the distributional derivatives also
vanishes, by taking
1
δt = −(t + τ ) = − (σ 2 + s2 ) .
(3.2)
2
8

This introduces a coupling between δt and τ (or s), reducing the dimensionality of the problem, provided
one has a good estimate of the initial blur t (or σ).

3.2

Selecting s (or τ )

To find the right
√ s, the key ingredient is to note that it is necessary to have ε < s < σ, where ε is the grid
size and σ = 2t is the image blur. If s is too close to ε the discretisation artifacts will become prominent,
while s larger than σ will cause excess blurring as a result of the use of distributional derivatives. A sensible
choice is to take s as far away as possible from both the upper and lower limit. One can obtain natural
dimensionless scale parameters d1 and d2 by reparameterising s and σ as [6]
s = εed1 , σ = εed2 , ε = εe0 .
In this dimensionless framework of natural scale parameters taking the arithmetic mean d1 = (d2 + 0)/2
translates directly to the geometric mean of σ and ε.
√
(3.3)
s = εσ .
So s is indeed as far as possible from both ε and σ, but on a logarithmic scale and not on a linear scale. For
our practical purposes we take ε = 1 as the pixel size.

3.3

Optimising N

Now that s and δt are known, the deblurring kernel of order N can be conveniently expressed in terms of
lower order kernels, which ensures computational feasibility of higher order kernels.
X 1 N 
τ
τ
K2N
(δt) = K2N
(δt)
+
δtN φτ2r .
(3.4)
−2
N
!
r
d
r∈N :
|r|=N

As already indicated, the main issue in this section is the divergence of (1.1) for N → ∞ when δt < 0. Taking
N too small will result in a suboptimal reconstruction, while more blur could have been resolved. On the other
hand, increasing the order too much causes the kernel to blow up and creates unwanted artifacts through the
use of high order distributional derivatives. These derivatives involve multiplications of Hermite polynomials
with a Gaussian function and at locations where the exponential decay does not dominate the growth of the
Hermite polynomial yet, they can become of considerable size. Subsequent sampling of these derivatives on
a finite grid will surely lead to misrepresentation of the functions, causing discontinuities to become more
τ
severe when the order of differentiation increases. This is immediately reflected in the deblurring kernel KN
,
τ
Figure 3.1. The extreme values of KN become increasingly larger in magnitude, which can cause drastic
discretisation artifacts in the reconstruction. On top of that, δt < 0 makes it even more problematic; it
causes such artifacts to become rapidly oscillating patches of high and low pixel values, creating black-white
oscillations, cf. Figures 2.3h and 2.3i. Such oscillations and discretisation artifacts give rise to an increased
gradient magnitude, so a natural measure would be
X
Φ(fˆ) = k|∇fˆ|kqq =
|∇fˆ|qi1 ,...,id
where 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and the sum runs over all pixels (i1 , ..., id ). In view of the equivalence
of norms on a finite
τ
ˆ
dimensional space, we take q = 2. With some abuse of notation define Φ(N ) = Φ f (x, t + δt) , where the
N

parameters τ = s2 /2 and δt are given by (3.3) and (3.2) respectively. The problem is now transformed from
finding a vaguely defined "good" N to a rigorous optimisation problem. It is not a direct minimisation or
maximisation problem however. For small N , when the series did not break down yet, every additional order
increases the sharpness of the image, although by a decreasing amount, so we expect Φ(N ) to be concave

25
20

N = 10

15

N = 16

10

N = 20
N = 24

5

-10

5

-5
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-5

τ
Figure 3.1: Cross-section of the central part of the discrete representation of a deblurring kernel KN
for
1 2
2
s = 3.0, δt = − 2 (s + 2.5 ) = −7.625.

in this region. When the series solution is no longer valid or discretisation artifacts become prominent, the
function is no longer concave, so we can characterize an optimal value of N as
2
Nopt = max{n ∈ N : DN
Φ(n) < 0}
2
is a discrete second-order derivative operator. Taking this to be the central finite difference
where DN
operator, the expression for Nopt becomes

Nopt = max{n ∈ N : Φ(n + 2) − 2Φ(n) + Φ(n − 2) < 0} .

(3.5)

The steps of size 2 indicate that the deblurring kernel changes only for even orders, in accordance with (3.4).
Since we also apply blurring to the image itself as the zeroth-order component and the first few orders gives
a large increase in image sharpness, it might be so that Φ(N ) is not yet concave for the first few orders, see
3.2a and 3.2c. Using scheme (3.5), we do allow for this behaviour to find the optimal order N .
Computation-wise, we must take care of two issues when applying this procedure. First, when computing
Φ(N ), the gradient magnitude is again computed using distributional derivatives. Experimentally a Gaussian
of width 3.0 was chosen to be the basis for these derivatives. Secondly, since the blur is assumed to be isotropic
and uniform over the domain, we can avoid problems with the boundary, by computing Φ(N ) only on the
innermost 50% of the data, i.e. instead of computing k|∇fˆ|kqq using every pixel (i1 , ..., id ), we compute
b3M1 /4c

X
i1 =bM1 /4c

b3Md /4c

X

···

|∇fˆ|qi1 ,...,id ,

id =bMd /4c

where Mk denotes the number of pixels in the kth spatial direction (k = 1, ..., d).

3.4

Estimating σ (or t)

Up until now it was assumed that the parameter σ was known to us. In reality however, this is of course not
the case and it is necessary to have a good estimation σ̂ of this blur parameter.

3.4.1

Method 1: Fourier-fit method

Consider the image degradation model L = f ∗ φt in the Fourier domain1 and take the logarithm of its
modulus
log L̃(ω) = log f˜(ω) − 2π 2 σ 2 kωk2 .
R
1
We have adopted the convention g̃(ω) =

g(x) exp(−2πiωx) dx.

D2N Φ(N)
2

D2N Φ(N)
2

1

1

2
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(a) License plate.

(b) Text fragment.

D2N Φ(N)
2

1

5

10

15
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35

N

Nopt
-1

-2

(c) Painting.

√
2
Φ(N ) for the three test images with s = σ, δt = −(σ 2 + s2 )/2 as
Figure 3.2: The second derivatives DN
2
Φ(N ) are computed only for even N and are linearly interpolated between
described above. The values of DN
those values to generate these graphs. The last even index before the zero-crossing from the negative to the
positive half plane of the graph is the optimal value for N . This gives optimal orders of N = 10, 28, and 36
respectively.
Since f represents a sharp image, assume that all low frequencies are almost equally represented, i.e. f˜(ω) ≈ C
for kωk small, yielding
log |L̃(ω)| ≈ C − 2π 2 σ 2 kωk2 .
(3.6)
Instead of integrals, we now switch to the discrete setting. Along the ith coordinate direction everything
remains the same with the replacement ωi 7→ ki /Mi , the ratio of the wave number over the image size.
Now consider k1 = bM1 /1c + 1 fixed and only consider the graph of log |L̃| as function of k2 for the sake of
illustration. Shifting the graph such that k2 = bM2 /2c + 1 is in the origin, a typical example can be found in
Figure 3.3a. To extract the center part of the graph, use the second order central finite difference operator,
cf. Figure 3.3b to extract
k2∗ = min{|k2 | : |Dk22 log(L̃(k1 , k2 ))| ≤ ε or|Dk22 log(L̃(k1 , −k2 ))| ≤ ε},
the first index from the center for which the second derivative is not larger than a threshold ε. The operator
Dk22 represents the finite difference operator. To get a conservative estimate of the inflection point we keep
only those k2 which satisfy |k2 | ≤ 0.9k2∗ . Although we could fit a quadratic polynomial here, we want the
fit to be robust to outliers. That is why a second sifting step is necessary. We continue with those values
satisfying
q1 ≤ log |L̃(k1 , k2 )| ≤ q99
(3.7)
where qj is the jth quantile of the remaining data after the "inflection point cut-off". This results in Figure
3.3c. Now the data is ready to be fitted to a parabola ak22 + bk2 + c, cf. Figure 3.3d, yielding an estimate
r
aM 2
σy = − 22 .
2π

Mutatis mutandis, we obtain the expression for fixed k2 and varying k1 . Having an estimate of the blur in
both the x and y direction, taking the geometric mean results in an estimate for the overall blur scale
σ̂1 =

√

σx σy .

(3.8)

Results of the Fourier based estimation combined with the deblurring scheme can be found in Figures 3.4d,
3.4e and 3.4f.
˜
D2k 2 Log(|L (k2 )|)

˜
Log(|L(k2 )|)
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Figure 3.3: (a): The center cross-section of the log-power spectrum of the blurred license plate 2.1d. (b):
Discrete second derivative |Dk22 log |L̃(k1 , k2 )|| used for determining the inflection point. (c): Use (3.7) to make
the method robust to outliers. (d) Determine the best fitting parabola, here a = −0.00513, b = −0.00894, c =
6.813. The corresponding estimate is σy = 10.128. Following the same procedure for the k1 direction gives
σx = 8.856 which together result in σ̂ = 9.471.

3.4.2

Method 2: estimation by reblurring

Although Method 1 seems to give good estimates for σ, the main problem with this method is that it relies
heavily on copious amounts of data (i.e. pixels) available, so that there is enough data to fit the parabola to
and to keep approximation (3.6) valid. When the images are sufficiently large, such as for the license (133×628
pixels), text fragment (240×350 pixels) and painting (300×300 pixels), which have discrete Fourier transforms
of the same size, the frequencies are represented on a fine grid. There is enough data and the approximation
step remains valid. However, when the available data is scarce, for example when the images are snippets
of size 28x28, we only have a sparse representation of the frequencies, making this method unreliable. For
small sized images we use the method proposed by Robinson, Roodt, and Nel in [7]. It amounts to finding
the inflection point of the function
2
E(σ2 ) = kL − L ∗ φσ2 /2 k1 .
(3.9)

(a) σ = 10.0,
optimal order Nopt = 10.

(b) σ = 4.0,
optimal order Nopt = 28.

(c) σ = 5.0,
optimal order Nopt = 36.

(d) σ̂1 = 9.471,
optimal order Nopt = 10.

(e) σ̂1 = 4.055,
optimal order Nopt = 28.

(f) σ̂1 = 4.138,
optimal order Nopt = 28.

(g) σ̂2 = 8.200,
optimal order Nopt = 12.

(h) σ̂2 = 3.681,
optimal order Nopt = 26.

(i) σ̂2 = 4.049,
optimal order Nopt = 26.

Figure 3.4: The license plate, text fragment and the painting deblurred using estimated the true blur σ, σ̂1
from (3.8) and σ̂2 from (3.9) and optimized over N using the Nopt procedure from (3.5).

Numerically, this is achieved by computing E(σ2 ) for all σ2 ∈ Σ for a predefined set Σ and then finding the
maximum of the first derivative which is computed as
σ̂2 = arg max
σ2 ∈Σ

dE
E ∗ [−1, 1]
:= arg max
dσ2
Σ ∗ [−1, 1]
σ2 ∈Σ

and the division is understood to be element wise. For the license plate, text fragment and painting the
estimates are σ2 = 8.297, 3.586 and 4.098 respectively. We see that the estimation method underestimates
the true blur in the pictures and lacks the accuracy of Method 1 (where the estimated blur values are
σ1 = 9.471, 4.055, and 4.138, respectively). This does ensure that we do not get additional artifacts, but
comes at the cost of not being able to resolve all the blur in the images, Figures 3.4g, 3.4h and 3.4i. To the
contrary, Method 2 outperforms Method 1 on small images such as the blurred MNIST dataset (see Chapter
5 for the construction of this dataset), Figure 3.5.

(a)
σ = 1.588,
σ̂1 = 1.443,
σ̂2 = 1.654.

(b)
σ = 2.344,
σ̂1 = 1.605,
σ̂2 = 2.119.

(c)
σ = 2.902,
σ̂1 = 2.206,
σ̂2 = 2.614.

(d)
σ = 1.003,
σ̂1 = 1.684,
σ̂2 = 1.475.

(e)
σ = 1.103,
σ̂1 = 1.840
+1.840 i,
σ̂2 = 1.152.

(f)
σ = 2.860,
σ̂1 = 2.195,
σ̂2 = 2.875.

(g)
σ = 2.447,
σ̂1 = 1.630,
σ̂2 = 3.044.

Figure 3.5: Several examples from the blurred MNIST dataset B-MNIST-1. The value of the true blur is
given by σ, the estimated blur is given by σ̂i for i = 1, 2 corresponding to Method 1 and Method 2. The
reblur method outperforms the Fourier based method in all cases. Of special interest is (3.5e); the Fourier
method not only gives a bad estimate, it even fits an open-upwards parabola to the curve leading to an
complex valued blur estimate.
Having a realiable blur estimate enables us to transfer from a fully non-blind image model, where the complete
kernel was known, to a semi-non-blind image model, in which we only assume that the shape is Gaussian
and we estimate the blur parameter ourselves. The two methods each have different validity domains,
complementing each other in the task of estimating the blur.

3.5

Comparison with other methods

We present a comparison between our method and existing deblurring methods: Wiener filter, Total variation
regularisation (TV), Richardson-Lucy and Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD), Figures 3.6,
3.7 and 3.8. The regularisation parameter λ has been experimentally chosen for each image and each method
to yield a visually optimal reconstruction. We use Φ(fˆ) = k|∇fˆ|k22 to assess the quality of a reconstruction
fˆ recalling that a higher value of Φ corresponds to a sharper reconstruction. Clearly, Richardson-Lucy is not
a good candidate method for deblurring these images, as it consistently scores the lowest value of Φ and the
reconstruction do not look as good as any other. Too little blur has been resolved. Out of the other methods,
it is difficult to pinpoint the best one, since every image has another optimal method, but it should be noted
that our method produces legible images in every instance. Moreover, we do not need to find a regularisation
parameter by hand, giving it an edge over the other methods where the regulatisation plays a key role in
obtaining the reconstruction.

(a) Wiener filter, λ = 0.001, Φ = 27.7418.

(b) TV-regularisation, λ = 0.01, Φ = 51.6846.

(c) Richardson-Lucy, Φ = 13.9089.

(d) TSVD, λ = 0.001, Φ = 49.7247.

(e) Our method, Φ = 35.8237.

Figure 3.6: Reconstructions of the license plate. The best reconstruction is given in (b) using TVregularisation. All methods, except Richardson-Lucy perform adequately, leading to a well readable license
plate, although the Wiener filter is lacking the sharpness of the other images. The TV-method scores high due
to the inherent edge-preserving regularisation. Also TSVD seems to do well, however in the background some
ringing artifacts are visible, while it should be uniform in color, leading to an increased gradient magnitude.
Finally, our method yield a reconstruction which the letters are visually on par with TSVD, although has a
better background-reconstruction. It does not have the sharp edges we see in the TV-regularised method.

(a) Wiener filter, λ = 10−16 , Φ = 77.6658.

(b) TV-regularisation, λ = 10−5 , Φ = 54.1481.

(c) Richardson-Lucy, Φ = 25.7035.

(d) TSVD, λ = 10−16 , Φ = 77.7653.

(e) Our method, Φ = 65.3913.

Figure 3.7: Reconstructions of the text fragment. The best reconstruction is given in (d) using TSVD. The
TV-regularised method performs significantly worse than the other 3 methods (not-included RL). Due to the
regularisation it gives sharp edges, but also favours larger areas which are piece-wise constant. The Wiener
filter and TSVD yield almost identical results and both need very little regularisation. Our proposed method
does not have such sharp edges, but it also does not suffer from small artifacts which surround each letter in
the Wiener/TSVD reconstructions.

(a) Wiener filter, λ = 0.001, Φ = 23.6563.

(c) Richardson-Lucy, Φ = 11.1905.

(b)
TV-regularisation,
Φ = 65.8216.

λ = 10−7 ,

(d) TSVD, λ = 0.01, Φ = 38.6647.

(e) Our method, Φ = 77.526.

Figure 3.8: Reconstructions of the painting. The best reconstruction is given in (e) using our method. The
very irregular structure of the underlying image makes it very difficult to resolve the blur. The second best
reconstruction is by TV-regularisation, but only leaving a cartoon-like image in which the fine structures are
not present. As in the text-fragment it favours large surfaces which are piece-wise constant. Our method has
resolved the blur to a great extend, which is also visible in the lead it takes when comparing the values of Φ.

In this chapter we have developed a systematic way of obtaining the parameters (N, δt, τ ) whenever the value
of σ is given or estimated. This paradigm only holds whenever the images are noiseless or the noise is off such
small influence that it can be ignored, neither of which is often the case in practice. This is the motivation
for re-developing the theory in case of noisy images. That does not mean this chapter is purely of academic
interest; Some parts of the analysis in chapter 4 will have a similar feeling and are based on the idea of
coupling the parameters and using order-of-magnitude estimations to finally minimise only over the order N .

Chapter 4

Noisy data
So far we have been dealing with an idealised situation in which no noise was present in the data. In
reality this is not the case, leading to perturbations in L. These can arise, for example due to measurement
inaccuracies. This leads to the full image degradation model Lnoise ≡ L + δL = φt ∗ f + δL, where δL is
a small perturbation. The goal of this chapter is to determine the impact of such perturbations δL on the
outcome of the deconvolution and adjust the parameters (N, δt, τ ) appropriately. Note that upon convolution
of the perturbed data with the deblurring kernel we have due to the linearity
τ
τ
τ
τ
KN
(δt) ∗ Lnoise = KN
(δt) ∗ (L + δL) = fˆN
+ KN
(δt) ∗ δL

(4.1)

so that we need only to investigate the second term of the right hand side, the effect of directly convolving the
noise. We model δL as a random variable, i.e. δL(x) itself is a random variable for any x ∈ Rd . Assuming
zero-mean noise, we use linearity to interchange summation and expectation to express the variance of
τ
KN
(δt) ∗ δL in terms of covariances of the noise convolved with two different kinds of Gaussian derivatives
bN/2c
τ
V ((KN
(δt)

∗ δL)(x)) =

X

X

j,k=0 r,s∈Nd :
|r|=j
|s|=k

  
1 1 j
k
δtj+k E [(φτ2r ∗ δL) (x) (φτ2s ∗ δL) (x)]
j! k! r
s

where V(·) denotes the variance operator and E [·] denotes the expectation operator. Blom et al. investigated
the propagation of noise for each such term in [8]. Since the
 second moment of the noise is not dependent
on the spatial coordinate, we denote E δL2 := E δL2 (0) and obtain

 2   ε d (−1)|2r−2s|/2
if the noise is


√

(2r + 2s − 1)!!
E
 δL
(4τ )|2r+2s|/2
8πτ
uncorrelated,
E [(φτ2r ∗ δL) (φτ2s ∗ δL)] =
d
|2r+2s|/2 if the noise is





|2r−2s|/2

(−1)
1
2α

(2r + 2s − 1)!! 2α+1
E δL2 √2α+1
(4τ )|2r+2s|/2
correlated.
In the second expression α = τ /c with c the spatial correlation distance of the noise and k!! = k(k − 2)(k − 4) · · ·
denotes the double factorial (not to be confused with the iterated factorial (k!)!). These
√ expressions consist of
two parts. The integration effect due to the convolution is captured in the term (ε/ τ )d for the uncorrelated
√
−d
noise and 2α + 1 for the correlated noise, while the differentiation of the Gaussian kernels is partially cap|2r+2s|/2
tured in the terms τ −|2r+2s|/2 and [2α/((2α
+ 1)τ )]
respectively. These terms all reflect the rescaling
√
into natural coordinates by a factor 1/ τ and they indicate that for increasing blur and fixed differentiation
order, the covariances decrease. The problem is the other part, capturing the differentiation effect in the
double factorial terms, which grow rapidly when the order increases. This growth is the trouble-maker and
the goal is to control it to obtain a suitable reconstruction.
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4.1

A new optimisation scheme

τ
Now that noise has come into play the old functional Φ(N ) = k|∇fˆN
(·, t + δt)|k22 and the optimal s are not
suitable anymore. The noise has such high oscillatory components that the gradient will blow up rapidly and
gives no information. In the noiseless case, Φ was a measure for the amount of discretisation artifacts in the
reconstruction, but with noise present the discretisation artifacts are dominated by the inflated noise. So we
want to base the new optimisation scheme on the variance of the propagated noise. To determine a suitable
s we take a look at the variance of propagated uncorrelated noise

τ
V (KN
(δt) ∗ δL) = V (δL)


√

ε
8πτ

d bN/2c
X X
j,k=0 r,s∈Nd :
|r|=j
|s|=k

|

   
j+k
k
δt
1 1 j
−
(2r + 2s − 1)!!
j! k! r
s
4τ

{z
NAF(N, δt, τ )

(4.2)

}

where NAF(N, δt, τ ) is shorthand for the "noise-amplification factor" which depends N, δt and τ . Although
the term (−δt/(4τ ))j+k seems to become alternating positive and negative, possibly leading to a negative
second moment, recall that we need to take δt < 0, which keeps this from happening. The essential part
of the new optimisation scheme is that we need to keep this propagated error as low as possible. To do so
δt
we demand that 4τ
≤ O(1), the only part of the NAF which lends itself to a priori estimates on its size.
Similar as before in the noiseless case we take δt = −(σ 2 + s2 )/2. Substituting the desired form of δt we find
δt
(σ 2 /s2 + 1)/4 ≤ O(1), so that we need to demand that s = λσ with λ = O(1). Then we get − 4τ
≈ 4λ1 2 + 41
and to keep dominance of the image-related blur over the derivative-related blur (s ≤ σ), while minimising
this expression, take λ = 1. Conclusion, we take
s = σ , δt = −σ 2 .

(4.3)

Even if in theory this means infinite resolution and thus extreme amplification of the noise, the smoothing
caused by the relatively large s in combination with the truncation at order N ensures that we still can
obtain a decent reconstruction.
As already stated, the functional Φ is not suitable and needs to be replaced. The key idea for order-optimality
is that when increasing the order of the reconstructions, we do not want to lose dominance of the signal over
the noise. So we consider the ratio of the two variances
VR(N ) =

τ
V (KN
(δt) ∗ δL)
,
τ
V (KN (δt) ∗ Lnoise )

(4.4)

with the parameters τ and δt given as in (4.3). The numerator can be determined using (4.2) and the
denominator can easily be obtained as the variance of the reconstruction. If ratio (4.4) is small, then the true
signal is well-represented in the reconstruction. This follows from substituting (4.1) into (4.4) and rewriting
the condition VR(N ) ≤ α to

 1−α
τ
τ
V fˆN
(x, t + δt) ≥
V (KN
(δt) ∗ δL) .
(4.5)
α
So if α  1 then 1−α
α  1 so that the variance of the reconstructed signal dominates that of the noise. The
optimisation scheme based on this observation is as follows:
noise
Nopt,α
= max{n ∈ N : VR(n) ≤ α}

(4.6)

for some pre-defined tolerance level α. Clearly this tolerance level depends on the noise δL. If the variance
of δL was already small to begin with the ratio will remain small even when increasing to higher orders and
if the initial variance is large, we might not even be able to dominate the noise when applying the deblurring
scheme. With this in mind we rescale α such that we want to obtain dominance over the blur in relation to
the original variance ratio, i.e., we scale
α = α̂VR0 with VR0 =

V (δL)
,
V (L + δL)

where both α̂ as well as VR0 are dimensionless again. This means that we want to reduce the influence of the
noise by a factor α̂. Recall the noise amplification factor NAF(N, δt, τ ) from (4.2) and consider the quality
measure


2

Φnoise,α̂ (N ) = 

NAF(N, δt, τ )

(τ )
V KN (δt) ∗ Lnoise

α̂

−
V(Lnoise )

so that a small quality measure means a good reconstruction for the parameter α̂. The omitted factor V(δL)
is just a scaling factor which would otherwise occur in both terms. We can also characterise an optimal order
as
noise
Nopt,
(4.7)
α̂ = arg min Φnoise,α̂ (n) .
n

Now note that (4.6) and (4.7) do not necessarily result in the same order, since (4.6) gives a hard cut-off
at α while (4.7) also considers the next order and checks which one is closer to α. By introducing a new
parameter α the dimensionality of the problem has increased and this parameter needs to be estimated in
order to obtain a reconstruction. From (4.5) we already concluded that we need α  1, or equivalently
α̂  VR−1
0 . At the same time we want α̂ not to be unnecessarily small. If VR0 is already small then we
can take α̂ = 0.5, a value which ensures noise reduction by factor 2 relative to the starting level. However, if
VR0 < 1, but VR0 6 1 , then we can take α̂ = 10−p VR−1
0 . So we can formulate this as
−p
α̂ = min{0.5, VR−1
}.
0 10

We expect p = 2 to be sufficient, since then α ≤ 1/100.
Although for optimising Φnoise,α̂ itself one does not need to know the variance of the noise V(δL), it is
necessary for calculating VR0 and thus α̂. Immerkær presented a fast method to estimate this variance based
on convolution of the noisy image with a Laplacian to suppress low scale image features [9]
!
X
1
π
| (Lnoise ∗ ∆2 ) (x, y)|
V(δL) =
2 36(W − 2)2 (H − 2)2 x,y
where W and H are the height and width of the image and ∆2 is the Laplacian mask given by


1 −2 1
∆2 = −2 4 −2 .
1 −2 1
Results of deblurring a noisy license plate can be found in Figure 4.1 and the deblurring result of Lena can
be found in Figure 4.2. This also shows how the method performs on non-Gaussian blurred images.

(a) Original license plate.

(b) License plate blurred to scale σ = 10.0.

(c) Blurred license plate with Gaussian uncorrelated
noise with standard deviation 0.05.

(d) Image (c) deblurred to order N = 6. Φnoise,α̂ =
5.95312.

(e) Image (c) deblurred to order N = 8. Φnoise,α̂ =
0.20836.

(f) Image (c) deblurred to order N = 10. Φnoise,α̂ =
96.0264.

Figure 4.1: Automatically deblurring a noisy and blurred license plate. We use p = 2 and σ = 10.0, so that
s = 10.0, δt = −100.0. Since VR0 = 0.13333, we have α̂ = 0.0750017. The optimal reconstruction is given in
(e), order N = 8.

(a) Blurry Lena image.

(b) σ̂1 = 6.9675, N = 8.

(c) σ̂2 = 8.3545, N = 10.

Figure 4.2: Lena image (a) blurred by 7×7 out of focus kernel [10]. Images (b) and (c) are the reconstructions
using the estimated value of σ̂1 and σ̂2 from (3.8) and (3.9) respectively and the optimal N from (4.7).

4.2

Comparison with other methods

Like before, the final section of the chapter is a comparison between deblurring methods. Although good
results were obtained in the noiseless case, this does not hold for noisy images. To qualitatively describe the
reconstructions fˆ, we use the Peak signal-to-noise ratio
!
kfˆk2∞
PSNR = 10 log10
kfˆ − f k2
2

where f is the original image. By visual inspection we see that only the license plate can be reconstructed
adequately by the methods, Figure 4.3. The text fragment and the painting have too many small scale components and the noise is interfering there, Figures 4.4 and 4.5. By trying to suppress the noise it is possible
we have also suppressed these fine details

This concludes the chapters on the parameter selection for deblurring images. The following step is to
apply this selection method to handwriting recognition based on deep learning techniques.

(a)

‘

(b) Wiener filter, λ = 0.001, PSNR = 14.5219.

(c) TV-regularisation, λ = 0.001, PSNR = 16.6202.

(d) Richardson-Lucy, PSNR = 13.549.

(e) TSVD, λ = 0.01, PSNR = 15.2572.

(f) Our method, PSNR = 14.3936.

Figure 4.3: Reconstructions of the noisy license plate (a) obtained by adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise
with standard deviation 0.005 to Figure 2.1d.

(a)

(b) Wiener filter, λ = 0.001, PSNR =15.8405.

(c) TV-regularisation, λ = 0.0005, PSNR = 16.1272.

(d) Richardson-Lucy, PSNR = 15.7613.

(e) TSVD, λ = 0.05, PSNR = 15.8701.

(f) Our method, PSNR = 15.7052.

Figure 4.4: Reconstructions of the noisy text fragment (a) obtained by adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise
with standard deviation 0.005 to Figure 2.1e. .

(a)

(c)
TV-regularisation,
PSNR = 15.8795.

(b)
Wiener
filter,
PSNR = 13.9044.

λ = 0.0005,

(e) TSVD, λ = 0.05, PSNR = 13.5811.

λ = 0.005,

(d) Richardson-Lucy, PSNR = 12.5592.

(f) Our method, PSNR = 13.2617.

Figure 4.5: Reconstructions of the noisy painting (a) obtained by adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise with
standard deviation 0.005 to Figure 2.1f.

Chapter 5

Application to convolutional neural
networks
Now we know how to deblur images, even under noisy condition and when the precise blur scale is unknown,
it is time to apply this technique to a real situation: handwritten character recognition. We investigate
how the deblur scheme can help to increase the performance of a convolutional neural network (CNN) by
preprocessing blurred data. To this end the dataset under consideration is the MNIST dataset [11][12] of
handwritten digits 0-9, see Figure 5.1 column 1. We artificially blur each image at random with a Gaussian of
width σ ∈ (0.8, 3.0) to create the blurred-MNIST-1 (B-MNIST-1) dataset of mildly blurred images, Figure 5.1
column 2. Using the deblur scheme described in the previous chapter we can deblur these images and create a
new dataset deblurred-MNIST-1 (DB-MNIST-1), Figure 5.1 column 3. We now do the same for σ ∈ (3.0, 6.0)
to create a heavy blurred dataset blurred-MNIST-2 (B-MNIST-2) and its deblurred counterpart deblurredMNIST-2 (DB-MNIST-2), Figure 5.1 columns 4 and 5. Especially this second case is of interest for machine
learning fanatics, since the images in the heavily blurred dataset are almost not identifiable by eye. The
deblurred versions may help a little, but some were so excessively blurred that manual labellings of this set
could still differ vastly between individuals.

Figure 5.1: Examples of the 5 datasets. From left to right: MNIST, B-MNIST-1, DB-MNIST-1, B-MNIST-2
and DB-MNIST-2.
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The goal is to investigate the error reduction of the CNN when using deblurring as preprocessing step on
the dataset. For a fixed network and blurred dataset (consisting of both training set and test set of 60000
and 10000 images respectively), take a subset of the training set and train the network with blurred images.
Test on the complete test set of 10000 blurred images, report the accuracy and repeat this procedure with
a larger subset of the training data. Then do this all over again, using the same set sizes, for its deblurred
counterpart (so train and test on deblurred images) and use both results to compare the influence of the
preprocessing by deblurring.
The CNN that we have constructed for this task has the following layout (for a mathematical introduction
of neural networks, see [13][14] and for a background overview of CNN’s, see [15])
• an input layer accepting images of size 28×28 (the size of MNIST images),
• a convolution layer with 30 filters of size 5×5,
• a max-pooling layer of size 2×2,
• another convolution layer with 15 filters of size 3×3,
• a max-pooling layer of size 2×2,
• a fully connected layer with 128 neurons,
• a fully connected layer with 50 neurons and
• an output layer with softmax activation.
The hidden layers use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as their activation function and between the last
max-pooling layer and the first fully connected layer, we apply regularisation by dropout with probability
p = 0.2 to prevent overfitting. The network minimises the categorical cross entropy L on the training data
given by
9
n
1 XX
yij log(ŷij ) + (1 − yij ) log(1 − ŷij )
L(yi , ŷi ) =
n i=1 j=0
where yi is the vector containing a 1 at the entry of the true label corresponding to image xi and zeros
elsewhere, so called one-hot encoding. The vector ŷi is the estimation outputted by the CNN, containing the
probabilities that the image xi contains the digit j for j = 0, ..., 9. The loss L is minimised using the Adam
optimiser with parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and a learning rate of η = 0.001.[16] The network is trained
for 10 epochs with batch sizes scaling with respect to the size of the training set, ensuring the same amount
of updates in every epoch regardless of the training set size.
training set size
.
60000
Before we start, take a look at our baseline model for a moment: the CNN with the complete, original MNIST
dataset. With the parameters as described above this network can achieve an error rate of only 0.84% in 10
epochs, Figure 5.2. Although the state of the art performance is 0.21% [17], note that this network is not
optimised over any of the hyperparameters, nor do we mean to do so. We are primarily interested in finding
the performance difference between blurred and deblurred images which is most easily shown using standard
techniques.
batch size = 200 ·

Since the images in the datasets are of small size (28×28) we use Method 2, estimation by reblurring, from
section 3.4.2 to estimate σ for each image in the B-MNIST-1 and B-MNIST-2 datasets. By preprocessing
noise
the images using the estimation σ̂2 and the optimal order for noisy images Nopt,
α̂ from (4.7), the error of the
network decreases for fixed training set sizes, Figure 5.3. For a quantitative measure see Figure 5.4 for the
relative error decrease
error(B-MNIST-i) − error(DB-MNIST-i)
Relative Error Decrease =
.
error(B-MNIST-i)
On average the errors have been reduced by a factor 0.2173 for the B-MNIST-1 dataset and a factor 0.3449
for the B-MNIST-2 dataset.

Figure 5.2: Errors for the full MNIST dataset over 10 epochs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Comparison between the datasets MNIST, B-MNIST-1 and DB-MNIST-1 (a) and MNIST, BMNIST-2 and DB-MNIST-2 (b) after 10 epochs of training for various training set sizes. The training set

 blog (60)c
sizes are of exponential growing size given by training set sizes = { 1000 ∗ sj }j=0s
. We take s = 1.20455,
which leads to a decent amount of possible set sizes (23) and achieves 60000 as its last value, so that we can
also see the effect on the whole set. The MNIST results are shown only as baseline reference.

Figure 5.4: Relative error decrease for the two datasets when applying preprocessing.

Chapter 6

Discussion
In this thesis we have extended the deblurring framework proposed in [2] with an automatic parameter
selection method to obtain image reconstructions for both clean and noisy images. In the noise-free case
we measure image quality by means of the gradient magnitude and use that a rapid increase of the overall
gradient magnitude occurs when the Taylor-expansion in (1.1) breaks down. The location of the optimal
order is based on concavity arguments and the qualitative behaviour of the gradient magnitude. When noise
is present in the signal, the gradient magnitude measure is replaced by one based on the variance of the noise,
aiming to reduce the ratio of the propagated noise over the propagated noisy signal and establish/keep a small
noise-to-signal ratio. The gradient magnitude does not suffice anymore due to high frequency components
present in the noise.
In both cases the core of the parameter selection method is to first choose δt and τ depending only on
the value of the blur σ and then optimising solely over the order N . One might wonder why we have not
also optimised over the other two parameters, to which the answer that it is computationally much more
expensive to do so. Consider for example the gradient descend algorithm, for which we need to compute
τ
partial derivatives of KN
(δt) with respect to N , δt and τ . Note that N is discrete so that derivatives with
respect to N are not clearly defined, but we could handle them by using a discrete approximation like we did
in (3.5). This probably will not do good to the algorithm but this is not the main issue here. The derivatives
with respect to δt and τ are also not difficult to compute and we can get an exact expression for both of
τ
(δt)
them. The problem is that, when we change the value of δt or τ , we need to recompute a new kernel KN
given in (3.1) from scratch. For d = 2 this kernel contains bN/2c(bN/2c + 1)/2 terms. This number thus
already grows quadratically in N , and with every additional spatial dimension of the signal, this increases
to cubic, quartic, quintic etc.. In general the kernel contains O(N d ) terms. When N is small, this is not a
problem, but when N becomes large (e.g. in Figure 3.4f we need N = 28) it is evident that this will slow
down the deblurring process.
Furthermore, the partial derivative with respect to τ is given by ∂τ φτ (x) = φτ (x)(kxk2 /4 − 1)/τ . When on
top of this τ -derivative, we also need spatial derivatives, we may only expect more discretisation artifacts,
since the polynomials appearing in the differentiated kernel are 2 orders higher than the Hermite polynomials
in the original kernel.
Using a fixed δt and τ instead, we can use the recursive expression in (3.4) to quickly update the kernel for
the next iteration. Coupled with the fact that for optimality, it is necessary to know the kernel only up to
order Nopt + 2, this leads to (bNopt /2c + 1)(bNopt /2c + 2)/2 terms to compute in total, greatly reducing the
computation time in comparison to gradient descend. This allows us to narrow the search in the parameter
space by an enormous amount. In fact, we have reduced a problem in 3 dimensions (2 continuous parameters
and 1 discrete parameter) to a problem in 1 discrete dimension and even there we do not need to search the
whole space.
Consider once more Equation (4.2), the variance of the propagated noise. The optimisation scheme following
for the noise was all based on this expression, for which we, to some extend, arbitrarily chose the expression
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for the pixel-uncorrelated noise. After all, according to [8] the pixel-correlated noise comprises the pixel
uncorrelated noise by letting α  1 and taking c = ε2 /4π. This would lead to a more precise answer, but
by using the uncorrelated noise we have (1) not introduced another parameter and (2) used an upper bound
for the NAF, since 2α/(2α + 1) < 1. Perhaps the reconstructions are a little more conservative, but is keeps
the deblurring scheme clean and efficient, without the need to estimate the spatial correlation distance of the
noise.
When the blur parameter σ is known, one can use the two schemes as a non-blind deconvolution algorithms,
but in practice the true value of σ needs to be estimated. For sufficiently large signals this estimation can be
performed by Method 1, the Fourier-fitting method, by approximating the data by a parabola in the Fourier
domain. By exploiting Fast Fourier Transforms, it is an efficient method to use, but on smaller images this
estimation quickly deteriorates and one must resort to Method 2, estimation by reblurring, as introduced
in [7]. This method is based on finding the inflection point of the L1 norm of the difference between the
blurred and reblurred image. Although it does not perform as well as the Fourier-fitting method on large
sized images, it is applicable when the signal is of small size, making it the method of choice for the MNIST
datasets. Moreover, having a good upper/lower bound on the maximal/minimal possible blur, allows us to
choose the candidate set Σ in a smart way, speeding up the estimation process.
This efficiency definitely is needed when deblurring large amounts of data. To obtain all the data to train
the CNNs, we have reblurred 140,000 images, making a short computation time per image imperative. The
results we have obtained are convincing to such extend that for fixed training set size, the error reduces on
average by a factor 0.2173 ((D)B-MNIST-1) and 0.3449 ((D)B-MNIST-2), Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.4 shows that especially the DB-MNIST-2 database benefits from the preprocessing in terms of relative
improvement, though DB-MNIST-1 also achieves a respectable error rate reduction. This corresponds to what
we would have expected when visually inspecting Figure 5.1. Deblurring the B-MNIST-1 dataset only seems
to yield a small visual improvement, while the D-MNIST-2 dataset becomes legible to some degree.
From another perspective, one can fix a desired level of accuracy and see that the necessary training set
is considerably smaller when using preprocessed images. The effect is particularly prominent for increasing
levels of accuracy, as the error-curves tend to flatten for increasing training sizes.
For the training of the networks, all hyper-parameter (learning rate, Adam’s parameters, batch size, number
of epochs, dropout probability, stride, number of layers, number of filters/neurons) have been kept constant.
Presumably there is a better configuration of the hyper-parameters for each network, which achieves a lower
error rate than ours for fixed training size. Keep in mind, though, that we want to measure the effect of
preprocessing by deblurring, so if we keep varying the hyper-parameters, the conditions of the experiment
change throughout, but if we keep them all fixed, the reduction in error can be ascribed to the increased
quality of the data.
In short, the parameter selection methods we have described automatically compute reconstructions, which
can be used for further processing in other imaging domains, such as facial recognition, pattern location or,
as we have done, handwriting classification.
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Appendix A

Matlab, Python and Mathematica
scripts
A.1
1

6

% Use this MATLAB script to load the original MNIST database and save these
% as a .MAT file. These files can then be opened in Mathematica for further
% processing.
train_x = loadMNISTImages(’D:/Downloads/train−images−idx3−ubyte/train−images.idx3−ubyte’);
test_x = loadMNISTImages(’D:/Downloads/train−images−idx3−ubyte/t10k−images.idx3−ubyte’);

A.2

4

9

14

Matlab code

Python code

# CNN for the MNIST Dataset
import numpy as np
from keras.datasets import mnist
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras. layers import Dense
from keras. layers import Dropout
from keras. layers import Flatten
from keras. layers . convolutional import Conv2D
from keras. layers . convolutional import MaxPooling2D
from keras. utils import np_utils
import keras
from keras import backend as K
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from livelossplot import PlotLossesKeras
from scipy. io import loadmat
from keras.models import load_model

19

24

29

K.set_image_dim_ordering(’th’)
# fix random seed for reproducibility
seed = 7
np.random.seed(seed)
# load data
(X_train_or, y_train), (X_test_or, y_test) = mnist.load_data()
# reshape to be [samples][ pixels ][ width][height]
X_train_or = X_train_or.reshape(X_train_or.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
X_test_or = X_test_or.reshape(X_test_or.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
# normalize inputs from 0−255 to 0−1
X_train_or = X_train_or / 255
X_test_or = X_test_or / 255

33

34

# one hot encode outputs
y_train = np_utils.to_categorical(y_train)
y_test = np_utils.to_categorical(y_test)
num_classes = y_test.shape[1]

# load the blurred and deblurred datasets
39

X_test_blur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
blurredXtest.mat’)
X_test_blur = np.asarray(list(X_test_blur.values()))
X_test_blur = X_test_blur.reshape(X_test_blur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
44

49

54

X_train_blur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
blurredXtrain.mat’)
X_train_blur = np.asarray(list(X_train_blur.values()))
X_train_blur = X_train_blur.reshape(X_train_blur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
X_test_deblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
deblurredXtest.mat’)
X_test_deblur = np.asarray(list(X_test_deblur.values()))
X_test_deblur = X_test_deblur.reshape(X_test_deblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
X_train_deblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
deblurredXtrain.mat’)
X_train_deblur = np.asarray(list(X_train_deblur.values()))
X_train_deblur = X_train_deblur.reshape(X_train_deblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
X_test_heavyblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
heavyblurredXtest.mat’)
X_test_heavyblur = np.asarray(list(X_test_heavyblur.values()))
X_test_heavyblur = X_test_heavyblur.reshape(X_test_heavyblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)

59

X_train_heavyblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
heavyblurredXtrain.mat’)
X_train_heavyblur = np.asarray(list(X_train_heavyblur.values()))
X_train_heavyblur = X_train_heavyblur.reshape(X_train_heavyblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
64

69

74

79

84

89

X_test_heavydeblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
heavydeblurredXtest.mat’)
X_test_heavydeblur = np.asarray(list(X_test_heavydeblur.values()))
X_test_heavydeblur = X_test_heavydeblur.reshape(X_test_heavydeblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)
X_train_heavydeblur = loadmat(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
heavydeblurredXtrain.mat’)
X_train_heavydeblur = np.asarray(list(X_train_heavydeblur.values()))
X_train_heavydeblur = X_train_heavydeblur.reshape(X_train_heavydeblur.shape[0], 1, 28, 28).astype(’float32’)

# define the larger model
def larger_model():
# create model
model = Sequential()
model.add(Conv2D(30, (5, 5), input_shape=(1, 28, 28), activation=’relu’))
model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)))
model.add(Conv2D(15, (3, 3), activation=’relu’))
model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)))
model.add(Dropout(0.2))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(128, activation=’relu’))
model.add(Dense(50, activation=’relu’))
model.add(Dense(num_classes, activation=’softmax’))
# Compile model
O = keras.optimizers.Adam(lr=0.001, beta_1=0.9, beta_2=0.999, epsilon=None, decay=0.0, amsgrad=False)
model.compile(loss=’categorical_crossentropy’, optimizer=O, metrics=[’accuracy’])
return model
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99
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114
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124

# build the model
# Fit the model
stepsize = 1.20455
trainsizes = np.round(1000∗stepsize∗∗np.arange(0,np.log(60)/np.log(stepsize)))
scores_or = np.zeros([len( trainsizes ) ,2])
models_or = []
histories_or = []
# choose the dataset (choose: X_i_j with i = test, train ; j = or, blur , deblur, heavyblur, heavydeblur)
X_train = X_train_or
X_test = X_test_or
for j in range(len( trainsizes )) :
seed = 7
np.random.seed(seed)
trainsize = int( trainsizes [ j ])
model = larger_model()
bs =int(200∗(trainsize/60000))
print("batch␣size␣: " , bs)
indices = np.random.choice(60000, trainsize, replace = False)
history = model.fit(X_train[indices ], y_train[indices ],\
validation_data=(X_test, y_test),epochs=10,\
batch_size=bs, verbose = 1, callbacks = [PlotLossesKeras()],\
shuffle = True)
# Final evaluation of the model
scores_or[j ] = model.evaluate(X_test, y_test, verbose=0)
print("Large␣CNN␣Error:␣%.2f%%" % (100−scores_or[j][1]∗100))
models_or.append(model)
histories_or .append(history)
# Generate plots for the error/accuracy/loss on one network
plt . plot(100−100∗np.asarray(historiesDicts [22][ ’acc’ ]) )
plt . plot(100−100∗np.asarray(historiesDicts [22][ ’val_acc’]) )
plt . title ( ’ classification ␣error ’ )
plt . ylabel( ’ error␣(in␣%)’)
plt . xlabel( ’epoch’)
plt .legend([ ’ train ’ , ’ test ’ ], loc=’upper␣right’)
plt .show()
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149

# Generate plots for varying training set sizes
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores [:,0])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_blur [:,0])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_deblur [:,0])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_heavyblur [:,0])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_heavydeblur[:,0])
plt . title ( ’model␣loss␣after␣10␣epochs’)
plt . ylabel( ’ loss ␣on␣test␣set’ )
plt . xlabel( ’ training␣set␣ size ’ )
plt .legend([ ’MNIST’,’B−MNIST−1’, ’DB−MNIST−1’, ’B−MNIST−2’, ’DB−MNIST−2’], loc=’upper␣right’)
plt .ylim((0, 0.9) )
plt .show()
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores [:,1])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_blur [:,1])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_deblur [:,1])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_heavyblur [:,1])
plt . plot( trainsizes , scores_heavydeblur[:,1])
plt . title ( ’model␣accuracy␣after␣10␣epochs’)
plt . ylabel( ’accuracy␣on␣test␣set’)
plt . xlabel( ’ training␣set␣ size ’ )
plt .legend([ ’MNIST’, ’B−MNIST−1’, ’DB−MNIST−1’,’B−MNIST−2’, ’DB−MNIST−2’], loc=’lower␣left’)
plt .ylim ((0.7, 1.0) )
plt .show()

154

159

error = (1−scores [:,1]) ∗100
error_blur = (1−scores_blur[:,1])∗100
error_deblur = (1−scores_deblur[:,1])∗100
error_heavyblur = (1−scores_heavyblur[:,1])∗100
error_heavydeblur = (1−scores_heavydeblur[:,1])∗100

164

169
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179

plt . plot( trainsizes , error )
plt . plot( trainsizes , error_blur)
plt . plot( trainsizes , error_deblur)
plt . plot( trainsizes , error_heavyblur)
plt . plot( trainsizes , error_heavydeblur)
plt . title ( ’ classification ␣error␣after␣10␣epochs’)
plt . ylabel( ’ error␣on␣test␣set␣(in␣%)’)
plt . xlabel( ’ training␣set␣ size ’ )
plt .legend([ ’MNIST’, ’B−MNIST−1’, ’DB−MNIST−1’,’B−MNIST−2’, ’DB−MNIST−2’], loc=’upper␣right’)
plt .ylim ((0.0, 30.0))
plt .show()
plt . plot( trainsizes ,1−error_deblur/error_blur)
plt . plot( trainsizes ,1−error_heavydeblur/error_heavyblur)
plt . title ( ’ relative ␣error␣decrease’)
plt . ylabel( ’ relative ␣decrease’)
plt . xlabel( ’ training␣set␣ size ’ )
plt .legend([ ’ (D)B−MNIST−1’,’(D)B−MNIST−2’], loc=’upper␣right’)
plt .ylim ((0.0, 0.6) )
plt .show()
np.mean(1−error_deblur/error_blur)
np.mean(1−error_heavydeblur/error_heavyblur)

184
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plt . plot( trainsizes ,1−(error_deblur−error)/(error_blur−error))
plt . plot( trainsizes ,1−(error_heavydeblur−error)/(error_heavyblur−error))
plt . title ( ’ relative ␣error␣decrease’)
plt . ylabel( ’ relative ␣decrease’)
plt . xlabel( ’ training␣set␣ size ’ )
plt .legend([ ’ (D)B−MNIST−1’,’(D)B−MNIST−2’], loc=’upper␣right’)
plt .ylim ((0.0, 0.6) )
plt .show()

194

# To save the variables , you need to convert the History objects to list containing only the history dictonary
# And the models can be saved seperately.
# Dont forget to delete the History objects in the variable explorer , else you won’t be able to save the data
199

204

historiesDicts = [hist . history for hist in histories ]
histories_blurDicts = [hist . history for hist in histories_blur ]
histories_deblurDicts = [hist . history for hist in histories_deblur ]
histories_heavyblurDicts = [hist . history for hist in histories_heavyblur]
histories_heavydeblurDicts = [hist. history for hist in histories_heavydeblur]
[models[i ]. save( ’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/databank/
model_or’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(models))]
[models_blur[i].save( ’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/
databank/model_blur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(models_blur))]
[models_deblur[i].save( ’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/
databank/model_deblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(models_deblur))]
[models_heavyblur[i].save(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/
databank/model_heavyblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(models_heavyblur))]
[models_heavydeblur[i].save(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled
/databank/model_heavydeblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(models_heavydeblur))]

209
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models = [load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/
databank/model_or’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(historiesDicts))]
models_blur = [load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled
/databank/model_blur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(historiesDicts))]
models_deblur = [load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
shuffled/databank/model_deblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(historiesDicts))]
models_heavyblur = [load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/
shuffled/databank/model_heavyblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(historiesDicts))]
models_heavydeblur = [load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning
/shuffled/databank/model_heavydeblur’ + str(i) + ’.h5’) for i in range(len(historiesDicts))]

model = load_model(’D:/Documents/Master␣Technische␣Wiskunde/Jaar␣2/Afstudeer␣project/Deep␣learning/shuffled/
databank/model_or’ + str(1) + ’.h5’)

A.3

Mathematica code

Mathematica Notebook corresponding to Master’s thesis “Automatic
parameter selection for linear scale space image enhancement”. The
notebook’s structure follows mostly the structure of the thesis.

Function definitions:
Set 00 = 1 and set some options for displaying images.
In[1]:=

Unprotect[Power];
Power[0, 0] = 1;
Protect[Power];
SetOptions[ArrayPlot, {ColorFunctionScaling → False ,
ColorFunction → Function[z, GrayLevel[z]], Frame → False, PixelConstrained → 1}];
SetOptions[Image, {ImageSize → Medium}];
SetOptions[{ListPlot, ListLinePlot, Plot},
{BaseStyle → {FontWeight -> Bold, FontSize → 12}}];

Make function which blurs the data with a kernel that is sufficiently large
In[7]:=

GaussianDerivative[data_, σ_, der_, pad_, method_] := GaussianFilter[data,
{Max[5 σ , 50], σ}, der, Method → method, Standardized → False, Padding → pad];

Computes the deconvolution kernel in an iterative setting as discussed in the
thesis. "Straight" reflects the fact that there is no spatial excursion.
In[8]:=

StraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[ord_, δt_, s_, rad_, meth_] :=
StraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[ord, δt, s, rad, meth] =
StraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[ord - 1, δt, s, rad, meth] +
IfEvenQ[ord], Sum1  r ! × 1  ord  2 - r ! δt ^ ord  2 GaussianMatrix{rad, s},
2 r, ord - 2 r, Standardized → False, Method → meth , r, 0, ord  2, 0;
StraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[0, δt_, s_, rad_, meth_] :=
GaussianMatrix[{rad, s}, {0, 0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"];

Performs the convolution with a deconvolution kernel.
In[40]:=

TaylorStraight[im_, ord_, δt_, s_, rad_: 70, meth_: "Gaussian", pad_: "Reflected"] :=
ImageDataImageConvolveImage[im],
ReChopStraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[ord, δt, s, rad, meth], 10 ^ - 16,
Padding → pad
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Compute the optimal reconstruction order for a noiseless blurred image.
NoiselessOptimalOrder[im_, σ_, Ninit_,
s_, δt_, iterations_: 50, q_: 2, pad_: "Reflected"] :=
Module[{beenNegative = False, currentlyNegative = False, Nn, Nprev, i = 1,
list, Gradlist = {1, 2, 3}, offset1 = Floor[0.25 * Dimensions[im][[1]]],
offset2 = Floor[0.25 * Dimensions[im][[2]]]},
Monitor[Nn = Max[Ninit, 2];
Do[
list =
Map[TaylorStraight[im, #, δt, s, 70, "Gaussian", pad] &, { Nn - 2, Nn, Nn + 2}];
Gradlist = Map[GradNorm[#[[offset1 ;; - offset1, offset2 ;; - offset2]], 3.0, q] &,
list];
If[Gradlist[[3]] - 2 Gradlist[[2]] + Gradlist[[1]] ≤ 0, beenNegative =
beenNegative || True; currentlyNegative = True, currentlyNegative = False ] ;
If[beenNegative ⩵ False || currentlyNegative ⩵ True, Nn = Nn + 2, Break[]];
i ++ , iterations
], {i, currentlyNegative, beenNegative}];
Nn - 2
];
GradNorm[im_, σ_, q_] :=
Abs[ GradientFilter[im, σ, Method → {"DerivativeKernel" → "Gaussian"}]] ^ q // Total //
Total

Estimation of the standard deviation of the noise in the image according to
Immerkær.
NoiseEstimator[im_] :=
Sqrt[0.5 Pi]  6 * Dimensions[im][[1]] - 2 Dimensions[im][[2]] - 2 Total[Total[
Abs[ImageData[ImageConvolve[Image[im], {{1, - 2, 1}, {- 2, 4, - 2}, {1, - 2, 1}}]]]]]

Noise amplification factor
NoiseAmplificationFactor[ord_, δt_, τ_] :=
1  Sqrt[8 Pi τ] ^ 2 Sum 1  j ! × 1  k ! Binomial[j, r] Binomial[k, s] δt ^ j + k
- 1 ^ j - k  (4 τ) ^ j + k 2 r + 2 s - 1 !! 2 j - 2 r + 2 k - 2 s - 1 !! ,
j, 0, Floorord  2, k, 0, Floorord  2, {r, 0, j}, {s, 0, k}
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Compute the optimal reconstruction order for a noisy blurred image.
NoiseOptimalOrder[im_, σ_, α_, iterations_, margin_: 25] :=
Moduler0 = 1.  Variance[Flatten[im[[margin ;; - margin, margin ;; - margin]]]],
tays, noises, ratios, Nn = 2, δt , τ, s = 1.0 σ,
δt = - 0.5 σ ^ 2 + s ^ 2;
τ = 0.5 s ^ 2;
Do
tays = TaylorStraight[im, #, δt, s] & /@ {Nn, Nn + 2};
noises = NoiseAmplificationFactor[#, δt, τ] & /@ {Nn, Nn + 2};
ratios =
noises  Variance[Flatten[#[[margin ;; - margin, margin ;; - margin]]]] & /@
tays - α r0  ^ 2;
If[ratios[[2]] < ratios[[1]], Nn = Nn + 2, Break[]]
, iterations;
Nn
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Estimation of blur σ using the Method 1 : estimation by fitting a parabola in
the Fourier domain.
SigmaFourierFit[im_] := QuietModule mid = FloorDimensions[im][[1]]  2 + 1,
mid2 = FloorDimensions[im][[2]]  2 + 1, fourIm, logSpectrum, data, data2,
secder, secder2, clippedData, clippedData2, quantiledData, quantiledData2,
parabolaparameters, parabolaparameters2, σx, σy, σ, s, s2, i,
fourIm = RotateLeft[Abs[Fourier[im, FourierParameters → {1, - 1}]], {mid, mid2}];
logSpectrum = Log[fourIm];
data = {Range[1, Dimensions[im][[2]]] - mid2, logSpectrum[[mid, ;;]]};
data2 = {Range[1, Dimensions[im][[1]]] - mid, logSpectrum[[ ;; , mid2]]};
secder = {data[[2 ;; - 2, 1]], Abs[Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], 2] 2 Drop[Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], 1], - 1] + Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], - 2]]} ;
secder2 = {data2[[2 ;; - 2, 1]], Abs[Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], 2] 2 Drop[Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], 1], - 1] + Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], - 2]]};
s = "NotFound"; i = 1;
While[! IntegerQ[s],
s = Abs[ Min[SelectFirst[secder[[mid2 + 2 ;; ]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[1]],
Select[secder[[ ;; mid2 - 2]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[- 1]][[1]]]];
i ++;];
s2 = "NotFound"; i = 0;
While[! IntegerQ[s2],
s2 = Abs[ Min[SelectFirst[secder2[[mid + 2 ;; ]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[1]],
Select[secder2[[ ;; mid - 2]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[- 1]][[1]]]];
i ++;];
clippedData = Select[data, Abs[ #[[1]] ] < 0.9 s &];
clippedData2 = Select[data2, Abs[#[[1]] ] < 0.9 s2 &];
quantiledData = Select[clippedData, Quantile[clippedData[[ ;; , 2]], 0.99] >
#[[2]] > Quantile[clippedData[[ ;; , 2]], 0.01] + 0. &];
quantiledData2 = Select[clippedData2, Quantile[clippedData2[[ ;; , 2]], 0.99] >
#[[2]] > Quantile[clippedData2[[ ;; , 2]], 0.01] + 0. &];
parabolaparameters = FindFit[quantiledData, a x ^ 2 + b x + c, {a, b, c}, x];
σx = Sqrt - parabolaparameters[[1, 2]] Dimensions[im][[2]] ^ 2  2 Pi ^ 2;
parabolaparameters2 = FindFit[quantiledData2, a x ^ 2 + b x + c, {a, b, c}, x];
σy = Sqrt - parabolaparameters2[[1, 2]] Dimensions[im][[1]] ^ 2  2 Pi ^ 2 ;
σ = Sqrt[ σx σy]
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Estimation of blur σ using the Method 2 : estimation by re - blurring as
proposed in Robinson et al.
SigmaReblur[im_, margin_, minσ_, maxσ_] := Module{L, Σ, error, dEds},
L = im; MedianFilter[ MedianFilter[im, 1], 1];
Σ = 1.1 ^ Range[Log[1.1, minσ], Log[1.1, maxσ], 0.2];
error = MapTotalAbsL - GaussianFilter[L, {5 #, #}, {0, 0},
Method → "Gaussian", Standardized → False, Padding → "Reflected"][[
margin ;; - margin, margin ;; - margin]], Infinity &, Σ;
dEds = Drop[error, 1] - Drop[error, - 1]  Drop[Σ, 1] - Drop[Σ, - 1];
Σ[[1 + Position[dEds, Max[dEds]][[1, 1]] ]]
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Import and blur/noise the images
In[13]:=

imageKen = Import[NotebookDirectory[] <> "kenteken.png"];
imageZwartWitKen = ColorConvert[imageKen, "GrayScale"];
dataKen = ImageData[imageKen];
dataZwartWitKen = ImageData[imageZwartWitKen];
σKen = 10.0;
blurredDataKen =
GaussianDerivative[dataZwartWitKen, σKen, {0, 0}, "Reflected", "Gaussian"];
std = 0.005;
std2 = 0.05;
blurrednoiseIm = blurredDataKen +
RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, std2], Dimensions[blurredDataKen]];
blurrednoiseKen = blurredDataKen + RandomVariate[
NormalDistribution[0, std], Dimensions[blurredDataKen]];
Row[{Image[dataZwartWitKen], Image[blurredDataKen],
Image[blurrednoiseKen], Image[blurrednoiseIm]}]
imageText = Import[NotebookDirectory[] <> "text.png"];
imageZwartWitText = ColorConvert[imageText, "GrayScale"];
dataText = ImageData[imageText];
dataZwartWitText = ImageData[imageZwartWitText];
σText = 4.0;
blurredDataText =
GaussianDerivative[dataZwartWitText, σText, {0, 0}, "Reflected", "Gaussian"];
blurrednoiseText = blurredDataText +
RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, std], Dimensions[blurredDataText]];
Row[{Image[dataZwartWitText], Image[blurredDataText], Image[blurrednoiseText]}]
imagePaint = Import[NotebookDirectory[] <> "painting.png"];
imageZwartWitPaint = ColorConvert[imagePaint, "GrayScale"];
dataPaint = ImageData[imagePaint];
dataZwartWitPaint = ImageData[imageZwartWitPaint];
σPaint = 5.0;
blurredDataPaint =
GaussianDerivative[dataZwartWitPaint, σPaint, {0, 0}, "Reflected", "Gaussian"];
blurrednoisePaint = blurredDataPaint +
RandomVariate[NormalDistribution[0, std], Dimensions[blurredDataPaint]];
Row[{Image[dataZwartWitPaint], Image[blurredDataPaint], Image[blurrednoisePaint]}]

Chapter 2: Experimental results
L = blurredDataKen;
s = 3.0 ;
δt = - 54.5;
Map[Image[TaylorStraight[L, #, δt, s, 70]] &, Range[0, 20, 2]]
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Chapter 3: Noiseless data
Generate plot to show discretisation of the kernel.
s = 3.0;
δt = - 1  2 s ^ 2 + 2.5 ^ 2;
rad = 70;
crossSectionKernels =
StraightIterativeDeconvMatrix[#, δt, s, rad, "Gaussian"][[ ;; , rad + 1]] & /@
{10, 16, 20, 24};
ListLinePlot[crossSectionKernels[[ ;; , rad + 1 - 10 ;; rad + 1 + 10]],
PlotRange → All, DataRange → {- 10, 10},
PlotLegends → Placed[LineLegend[{"N = 10", "N = 16", "N = 20", "N = 24"},
LegendMarkerSize → 10, LegendFunction → Frame], { 0.85, 0.6}],
BaseStyle → {FontWeight -> Bold, FontSize → 12}]

Plot the discrete second derivatives of Φ. Make sure to also change σ and
possibly maxN, when you change L. Adjust the Plot/Data - Ranges to get the
graphs as in the report. Tweak the arrow length to your liking.
L = blurredDataText;
σ = 4.0; (* 10.0 for license, 4.0 for text , 5.0 for painting *)
maxN = 36; (* 16, and 40 resp. *)
Nopt = 28; (* 10, 28 and 36 resp. *)
d1 = Dimensions[L][[1]];
d2 = Dimensions[L][[2]];
s = Sqrt[σ];
δt = - 1  2 σ ^ 2 + s ^ 2;
tays = Map[TaylorStraight[L, #, δt, s] &, Range[0, maxN, 2]];
grads =
MapGradNorm#Floord1  4 ;; - Floord1  4, Floord2  4 ;; - Floord2  4,
3.0, 2 &, tays;
sndDer = Drop[grads, - 2] - 2 Drop[Drop[grads, 1], - 1] + Drop[grads, 2];
ShowListLinePlotsndDer[[ ;; ]], PlotRange → {- 2, 2},
DataRange → {2, maxN - 2}, AxesLabel → "N", "D2N Φ(N)",
BaseStyle → {FontColor → GrayLevel[1, 0], FontWeight -> Bold, FontSize → 12},
GraphicsArrowNopt + 0.65, sndDerNopt  2 - 0.45,
Nopt + 0.05, sndDerNopt  2 - 0.05, Graphics
TextStyle"Nopt ", FontSize → 15, Black, Nopt + 0.7, sndDerNopt  2 - 0.6

Generate the plots for the Fourier - fit method
im = blurredDataKen;
Image[im]
mid = FloorDimensions[im][[1]]  2 + 1;
mid2 = FloorDimensions[im][[2]]  2 + 1;
fourIm = RotateLeft[Abs[Fourier[im, FourierParameters → {1, - 1}]], {mid, mid2}];
logSpectrum = Log[fourIm];
data = {Range[1, Dimensions[im][[2]]] - mid2, logSpectrum[[mid, ;;]]};
data2 = {Range[1, Dimensions[im][[1]]] - mid, logSpectrum[[ ;; , mid2]]};
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secder = {data[[2 ;; - 2, 1]], Abs[Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], 2] 2 Drop[Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], 1], - 1] + Drop[data[[ ;; , 2]], - 2]]} ;
secder2 = {data2[[2 ;; - 2, 1]], Abs[Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], 2] 2 Drop[Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], 1], - 1] + Drop[data2[[ ;; , 2]], - 2]]};
s = "NotFound"; i = 1;
While[! IntegerQ[s],
s = Abs[ Min[SelectFirst[secder[[mid2 + 2 ;; ]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[1]],
Select[secder[[ ;; mid2 - 2]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[- 1]][[1]]]];
i ++;];
s2 = "NotFound"; i = 0;
While[! IntegerQ[s2],
s2 = Abs[ Min[SelectFirst[secder2[[mid + 2 ;; ]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[1]],
Select[secder2[[ ;; mid - 2]], #[[2]] < 0.01 * 2 ^ i &][[- 1]][[1]]]];
i ++;];
clippedData = Select[data, Abs[ #[[1]] ] < 0.9 s &];
clippedData2 = Select[data2, Abs[#[[1]] ] < 0.9 s2 &];
quantiledData = Select[clippedData, Quantile[clippedData[[ ;; , 2]], 0.99] >
#[[2]] > Quantile[clippedData[[ ;; , 2]], 0.01] + 0. &];
quantiledData2 = Select[clippedData2, Quantile[clippedData2[[ ;; , 2]], 0.99] >
#[[2]] > Quantile[clippedData2[[ ;; , 2]], 0.01] + 0. &];
parabolaparameters = FindFit[quantiledData, a x ^ 2 + b x + c, {a, b, c}, x];
σx = Sqrt - parabolaparameters[[1, 2]] Dimensions[im][[2]] ^ 2  2 Pi ^ 2
parabolaparameters2 = FindFit[quantiledData2, a x ^ 2 + b x + c, {a, b, c}, x];
σy = Sqrt - parabolaparameters2[[1, 2]] Dimensions[im][[1]] ^ 2  2 Pi ^ 2
σ = Sqrt[ σx σy]
RowListPlot data, PlotRange → {{- mid2, mid2}, All},

AxesLabel → "k2 ", "Log(|L (k2 )|)", ImageSize → Medium,
ListPlot[data2, PlotRange → {{- mid, mid}, All}, ImageSize → Medium]
RowListLinePlotsecder, PlotRange → {{- mid2, mid2}, All},

AxesLabel → "k2 ", "D2k2 Log(|L(k2 )|)", ImageSize → Medium,
ListLinePlot[secder2 , PlotRange → {{- mid, mid}, All}, ImageSize → Medium]
RowListPlotclippedData, PlotRange → {{- mid2, mid2}, All},

AxesLabel → "k2 ", "Log(|L (k2 )|)", ImageSize → Medium,
ListPlot[clippedData2, PlotRange → {{- mid, mid}, All}, ImageSize → Medium]
RowListPlotquantiledData, PlotRange → {{- 50, 50}, {- 1, 10}},

AxesLabel → "k2 ", "Log(|L (k2 )|)", ImageSize → Medium,
ListPlot[quantiledData2, PlotRange → {{- mid, mid}, All}, ImageSize → Medium]

parabola = parabolaparameters[[1, 2]] x ^ 2 +
parabolaparameters[[2, 2]] x + parabolaparameters[[3, 2]]
parabola2 = parabolaparameters2[[1, 2]] x ^ 2 +
parabolaparameters2[[2, 2]] x + parabolaparameters2[[3, 2]];
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RowShowListPlotquantiledData,

PlotRange → {{- 50, 50}, {- 1, 10}}, AxesLabel → "k2 ", "Log(|L (k2 )|)",
Plot[ parabola, {x, - mid, mid} , PlotStyle → Red ], ImageSize → Medium,

Epilog → InsetFramedColumnPointLegend{Blue}, "
Log(|L (k2 )|)",
LineLegend[{Red}, {" ak2 ^2+bk2 +c" }], RoundingRadius → 5,
Scaled[{0.8, 0.8}], Scaled[{0.5, 0.5}], Automatic,
ShowListPlot[quantiledData2], Plot[ parabola2, {x, - mid2, mid2}, PlotStyle → Red ],
ImageSize → Medium, Epilog →

InsetFramedColumnPointLegend{Blue}, "
Log(|L (k2 )|)", LineLegend[
{Red}, {" ak2 ^2+bk2 +c" }], RoundingRadius → 5, Scaled[{0.8, 0.85}]

Make reconstructions for noiseless blurred images
Ls = { blurredDataKen, blurredDataText, blurredDataPaint};
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ Ls
sigmas = {σKen, σText, σPaint};
Nopts = NoiselessOptimalOrderLs[[#]], sigmas[[#]],
2, Sqrt[sigmas[[#]]], - 0.5 * sigmas[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmas[[#]],
50, 0., 50, 0.5, 2, "Reflected" & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]]
recons = TaylorStraightLs[[#]], Nopts[[#]], - 0.5 * sigmas[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmas[[#]],
Sqrt[sigmas[[#]]] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ recons

Ls = { blurredDataKen, blurredDataText, blurredDataPaint};
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ Ls
sigmaEst = SigmaFourierFit[#] & /@ Ls
Nopts = NoiselessOptimalOrderLs[[#]], sigmaEst[[#]], 2,
Sqrt[sigmaEst[[#]]], - 0.5 * sigmaEst[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmaEst[[#]],
50, 0., 50, 0.5, 2, "Reflected" & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]]
recons = TaylorStraightLs[[#]], Nopts[[#]],
- 0.5 * sigmaEst[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmaEst[[#]],
Sqrt[sigmaEst[[#]]] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ recons
Ls = { blurredDataKen, blurredDataText, blurredDataPaint};
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ Ls
sigmaEstReblur = SigmaReblur[#, 10, 2.0, 13.0] & /@ Ls
NoptsReblur =
NoiselessOptimalOrderLs[[#]], sigmaEstReblur[[#]], 2, Sqrt[sigmaEstReblur[[#]]],
- 0.5 * sigmaEstReblur[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmaEstReblur[[#]],
50, 0., 50, 0.5, 2, "Reflected" & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]]
reconsReblur = TaylorStraightLs[[#]], NoptsReblur[[#]],
- 0.5 * sigmaEstReblur[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmaEstReblur[[#]],
Sqrt[sigmaEstReblur[[#]]] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ reconsReblur
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Chapter 4: Noisy data
Make reconstructions for noisy blurred images
r0 = 1.  Variance[Flatten[blurrednoiseIm[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]];
σ = σKen;
s = σKen;
δt = - 0.5 σ ^ 2 + s ^ 2;
τ = 0.5 s ^ 2;
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[blurrednoiseIm[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]] ^ 2 
Variance[Flatten[blurrednoiseIm[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]]
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100
Nopt = NoiseOptimalOrder[blurrednoiseIm, σ, αhat, 50]
tays = TaylorStraight[blurrednoiseIm, #, δt, s] & /@ {Nopt - 2, Nopt, Nopt + 2};
noises = NoiseAmplificationFactor[#, δt, τ] & /@ {Nopt - 2, Nopt, Nopt + 2};
ratios =
noises  Variance[Flatten[#[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]] & /@ tays - αhat r0  ^ 2
Row[Image[#] & /@ tays]
lena =
ImageData[ColorConvert[Import[NotebookDirectory[] <> "lena850.jpg"], "Grayscale"]][[
;; , ;; , 1]];
r0 = 1.  Variance[Flatten[lena[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]];
σ = SigmaFourierFit[lena]
s = σ;
δt = - 0.5 σ ^ 2 + s ^ 2;
τ = 0.5 s ^ 2;
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[lena[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]] ^ 2 
Variance[Flatten[lena[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
Nopt = NoiseOptimalOrder[lena, σ, αhat, 50]
Row[{Image[lena], Image[TaylorStraight[lena, Nopt, δt, s]]}]
σ = SigmaReblur[lena, 10, 2.0, 10.0]
s = σ;
δt = - 0.5 σ ^ 2 + s ^ 2;
τ = 0.5 s ^ 2;
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[lena[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]] ^ 2 
Variance[Flatten[lena[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
Nopt = NoiseOptimalOrder[lena, σ, αhat, 50]
Row[{Image[lena], Image[TaylorStraight[lena, Nopt, δt, s]]}]
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Comparisons between deblurring methods
Ls = { blurredDataKen, blurredDataText, blurredDataPaint};
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ Ls
sigmas = {σKen, σText, σPaint};
Nopts = NoiselessOptimalOrderLs[[#]], sigmas[[#]],
2, Sqrt[sigmas[[#]]], - 0.5 * sigmas[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmas[[#]],
50, 0., 50, 0.5, 2, "Reflected" & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
recons = TaylorStraightLs[[#]], Nopts[[#]], - 0.5 * sigmas[[#]] ^ 2 + sigmas[[#]],
Sqrt[sigmas[[#]]] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ recons
listall =  ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]],
Method → {"Wiener", #[[3]]}, Padding → "Reflected", MaxIterations → 10] & /@
{Image[blurredDataKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001}, Image[blurredDataText], GaussianMatrix[
{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 10 ^ - 16,
{Image[blurredDataPaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"TotalVariation",
"Regularization" → #[[3]]}, Padding → "Reflected", MaxIterations → 10] & /@
{{Image[blurredDataKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.01}, {Image[blurredDataText], GaussianMatrix[
{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 10 ^ (- 5)},
{Image[blurredDataPaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 10 ^ (- 7)}},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"RichardsonLucy"},
Padding → "Reflected", MaxIterations → 10] & /@
{{Image[blurredDataKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"]}, {Image[blurredDataText],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"]},
{Image[blurredDataPaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"]}},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"TSVD", #[[3]]},
Padding → "Reflected"] & /@ {Image[blurredDataKen],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001},
Image[blurredDataText], GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 10 ^ - 16,
{Image[blurredDataPaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.01},
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ recons;
listall
listalldata = Map[ ImageData, listall, {2}];
MapTotalGradientFilter
#FloorDimensions[#][[1]]  4 ;; - FloorDimensions[#][[1]]  4 ,
FloorDimensions[#][[2]]  4 ;; - FloorDimensions[#][[2]]  4 , 3.0 ^ 2,
Infinity &, listalldata, {2} // MatrixForm
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Ls = { blurrednoiseKen, blurrednoiseText, blurrednoisePaint};
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ Ls
r0 = 1.  Variance[Flatten[#[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]] & /@ Ls;
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[#[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]] ^ 2 
Variance[Flatten[#[[25 ;; - 25, 25 ;; - 25]]]] & /@ Ls;
αhat = MapMin.5, # ^ - 1  100 &, Vr0;
sigmas = {σKen, σText, σPaint};
s = sigmas;
δt = - sigmas ^ 2;
τ = 0.5 s ^ 2;
NoptsNoise =
NoiseOptimalOrder[Ls[[#]], sigmas[[#]], αhat[[#]], 50] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
reconsNoise = TaylorStraightLs[[#]], NoptsNoise[[#]],
- sigmas[[#]] ^ 2 , sigmas[[#]] & /@ Range[1, Length[Ls]];
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ reconsNoise
listallNoise = {ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method →
{"Wiener", #[[3]], "NoiseModel" → "Gaussian"}, Padding → "Reflected"] & /@
{{Image[blurrednoiseKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001}, {Image[blurrednoiseText],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001},
{Image[blurrednoisePaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.005}},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"TotalVariation",
"Regularization" → #[[3]], "NoiseModel" → "Gaussian"},
Padding → "Reflected", MaxIterations → 10] & /@
{{Image[blurrednoiseKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.001}, {Image[blurrednoiseText],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.0005},
{Image[blurrednoisePaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.0005}},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"RichardsonLucy"},
Padding → "Reflected", MaxIterations → 10] & /@
{{Image[blurrednoiseKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.1}, {Image[blurrednoiseText],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.05},
{Image[blurrednoisePaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.1}},
ImageDeconvolve[#[[1]], #[[2]], Method → {"TSVD", #[[3]],
"NoiseModel" → "Gaussian"}, Padding → "Reflected"] & /@
{{Image[blurrednoiseKen], GaussianMatrix[{50, 10.0}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian"], 0.01}, {Image[blurrednoiseText],
GaussianMatrix[{50, 4.0}, Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.05},
{Image[blurrednoisePaint], GaussianMatrix[{50, 5.0},
Standardized → False, Method → "Gaussian"], 0.05}},
Image[#, ImageSize → Medium] & /@ reconsNoise }
MSE = MapMeanMeanImageData[#] - dataZwartWitKen ^ 2 &, listallNoise[[1]],
MapMeanMeanImageData[#] - dataZwartWitText ^ 2 &, listallNoise[[2]],
MapMeanMeanImageData[#] - dataZwartWitPaint ^ 2 &, listallNoise[[3]];
peak = Map[Quantile[#, 0.99] &, listallNoise, {2}];
10 * Log10peak ^ 2  MSE // MatrixForm
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Chapter 5: Convolutional Neural Networks
Read the MNIST dataset from the MAT - files and reshape them to the correct
format for Python. Make sure to use the correct pathname and be careful with
exporting. It will override the current file!
importpath =
"D:\\Documents\\Master Technische Wiskunde\\Jaar 2\\Afstudeer project\\Matlab\\";
exportpath = "D:\\Documents\\Master Technische
Wiskunde\\Jaar 2\\Afstudeer project\\testfolder\\";
Xtrain = Import[importpath <> "train_x.mat"];
Xtest = Import[importpath <> "test_x.mat"];
reshapedTest =
Map[Transpose[ArrayReshape[Xtest[[1, ;; , #]], {28, 28}]] & , Range[1, 10 000]];
reshapedTrain = Map[Transpose[ArrayReshape[Xtrain[[1, ;; , #]], {28, 28}]] & ,
Range[1, 60 000]];

Blur the dataset with mild blur σ ∈ (0.8, 3.0) to create dataset B - MNIST - 1
randomSigmasTest = RandomReal[{0.8, 3.0}, 10 000];
blurredXtest = Monitor[Table[ sigma = randomSigmasTest[[i]];
GaussianFilter[reshapedTest[[i]], {5 * sigma, sigma}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian", Padding → "Reflected" ] , {i, 1, 10 000}], i];
randomSigmasTrain = RandomReal[{0.8, 3.0}, 60 000];
blurredXtrain = Monitor[Table[ sigma = randomSigmasTrain[[i]];
GaussianFilter[reshapedTrain[[i]], {5 * sigma, sigma}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian", Padding → "Reflected" ] , {i, 1, 60 000}], i];
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Deblur the dataset to create dataset DB - MNIST - 1 ( WARNING : TAKES A LONG
TIME TO EXECUTE)
deblurredXtest = {};
estSigmaTest = {};
Monitor
Fori = 1, i ≤ 10 000, i ++,
L = blurredXtest[[i]] ;
sigma = SigmaReblur[L, 1, 0.8, 4.0];
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[L] ^ 2  Variance[Flatten[L]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
n = NoiseOptimalOrder[L, sigma, αhat, 50, 1];
debL = TaylorStraight[L, n, - sigma ^ 2 , sigma];
AppendTo[estSigmaTest, sigma];
AppendTo[deblurredXtest , debL];
,
i;
deblurredXtrain = {};
estSigmaTrain = {};
Monitor
Fori = 1, i ≤ 60 000, i ++,
L = blurredXtrain[[i]] ;
sigma = SigmaReblur[L, 1, 0.8, 4.0];
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[L] ^ 2  Variance[Flatten[L]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
n = NoiseOptimalOrder[L, sigma, αhat, 50, 1];
debL = TaylorStraight[L, n, - sigma ^ 2 , sigma];
AppendTo[estSigmaTrain, sigma];
AppendTo[deblurredXtrain , debL];
,
i;
Export[exportpath <> "deblurredXtest.mat", deblurredXtest]
Export[exportpath <> "deblurredXtrain.mat", deblurredXtrain]

Blur the dataset with heavy blur σ ∈ (3.0, 6.0) to create dataset B - MNIST - 2
randomSigmasTestheavy = RandomReal[{3.0, 6.0}, 10 000];
heavyblurredXtest = Monitor[Table[ sigma = randomSigmasTestheavy[[i]];
GaussianFilter[reshapedTest[[i]], {5 * sigma, sigma}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian", Padding → "Reflected" ] , {i, 1, 10 000}], i];
randomSigmasTrainheavy = RandomReal[{3.0, 6.0}, 60 000];
heavyblurredXtrain = Monitor[Table[ sigma = randomSigmasTrainheavy[[i]];
GaussianFilter[reshapedTrain[[i]], {5 * sigma, sigma}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian", Padding → "Reflected" ] , {i, 1, 60 000}], i];
Export[exportpath <> "heavyblurredXtest.mat", heavyblurredXtest]
Export[exportpath <> "heavyblurredXtrain.mat", heavyblurredXtrain]

Deblur the dataset to create dataset DB-MNIST-2 ( WARNING : TAKES A LONG
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TIME TO EXECUTE)
heavydeblurredXtest = {};
estSigmaTestheavy = {};
Monitor
Fori = 1, i ≤ 10 000, i ++,
L = heavyblurredXtest[[i]] ;
sigma = SigmaReblur[L, 1, 2.8, 7.0];
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[L] ^ 2  Variance[Flatten[L]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
n = NoiseOptimalOrder[L, sigma, αhat, 50, 1];
debL = TaylorStraight[L, n, - sigma ^ 2 , sigma];
AppendTo[estSigmaTestheavy, sigma];
AppendTo[heavydeblurredXtest , debL];
,
i;
heavydeblurredXtrain = {};
estSigmaTrainheavy = {};
Monitor
Fori = 1, i ≤ 60 000, i ++,
L = heavyblurredXtrain[[i]] ;
sigma = SigmaReblur[L, 1, 2.8, 7.0];
Vr0 = NoiseEstimator[L] ^ 2  Variance[Flatten[L]];
αhat = Min0.5, Vr0 ^ - 1  100;
n = NoiseOptimalOrder[L, sigma, αhat, 50, 1];
debL = TaylorStraight[L, n, - sigma ^ 2 , sigma];
AppendTo[estSigmaTrainheavy, sigma];
AppendTo[heavydeblurredXtrain , debL];
,
i;
Export[exportpath <> "heavydeblurredXtest.mat", heavydeblurredXtest]
Export[exportpath <> "heavydeblurredXtrain.mat", heavydeblurredXtrain]

Create image to show sample of the datasets
ImageCollage[Flatten[Table[{Image[reshapedTest[[i]]], Image[blurredXtest[[i]]],
Image[deblurredXtest[[i]]], Image[heavyblurredXtest[[i]]],
Image[heavydeblurredXtest[[i]]]}, {i, 1, 5 , 1}] ]]

Compare estimation method 1 and 2 (chapter 3)
randomSigmasTest = RandomReal[{0.8, 3.0}, 10];
blurredTestimages = Table[ sigma = randomSigmasTest[[i]];
GaussianFilter[reshapedTest[[i]], {5 * sigma, sigma}, Standardized → False,
Method → "Gaussian", Padding → "Reflected" ] , {i, 1, 10}];
randomSigmasTest
SigmaFourierFit2 /@ blurredTestimages
SigmaReblur[#, 1, 0.6, 4.0] & /@ blurredTestimages
Image /@ blurredTestimages
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